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“ ” . ,
(cf. Okubo [7])
,
(1) $\frac{\partial u}{\partial t}=\Delta[D(x,t)u]$
. , $u=u(x,t)$
$\mathrm{U}$ $x$ $t$ , $D(x,t)$





” ( ) .
, $\mathrm{U}$ “slowly diffusive state” ( $d$
: , “ $\mathrm{S}$” ) “rapidly diffusive state” ( $d+\alpha$
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: , “ $\mathrm{R}$” )
, ( )
$\mathrm{R}$ , $\mathrm{S}$
. , $\mathrm{U}$ $u$ $\mathrm{S}$




$\frac{\partial u_{s}}{\partial t}=d\Delta u_{s}+\gamma[m,.arrow s(x, t)u_{r}-m_{sarrow\Gamma}(x,t)u_{\theta}]_{7}$
$\frac{\partial u_{r}}{\partial t}=(d+\alpha)\Delta u_{r}+\gamma[m_{sarrow r}(x, t)u_{S}-m,.arrow s(x, t)u_{r}]$
. ,
$\gamma$ , $\mathrm{S}$ $\mathrm{R}$
$m_{sarrow r}(X_{\}}t)$ , $\mathrm{R}$ $\mathrm{S}$
$m_{rarrow s}(x,t)$ . , $\mathrm{U}$
, $\gamma$ .
$D(x,t)$ , $d$ $d+\alpha$
$m_{s\prec r}(x, t),$ $m_{farrow s}(x, t)$ , (2) (1)
? .
, . , ,
2
(3) $\{$
$\frac{\partial u}{\partial t}=\Delta[(d_{u}+\alpha v)u]+(a_{1}-b_{11}u-b_{12}v)u$,
$\frac{\partial v}{\partial t}=d_{v}\Delta?;+(a_{2}-b_{21}u-b_{22}v)v$
( ) (“ ”
) : (3)
, 4 . (3) , 2 $\mathrm{U}$ $\mathrm{V}$
“ ” Shigesada-Kawasaki-Teramoto [9]
; $u$ $v$ 2
, $d_{u},$ $d_{v},$ $a_{1},$ $a_{2},$ $b_{11},$ $b_{12},$ $b_{21},$ $b_{22}$ , $\alpha$ ;
( ) , Lotka-Volterra
. ,
$\mathrm{U}$ ,
(3) $\mathrm{V}$ $\mathrm{U}$ 2
. ( )
“









, , (2) (1)
, (2) $\gamma$ (1)
.
, (1) (2) , (1) $D(x, t)$
. , (1) random walk
. Okubo[7] :
, 1 . $\mathrm{U}$ $\xi$ 1
, $\tau$
. , $\xi$ $\tau$ . $x$
, $t$ $x$ $u(x,t)\xi$ ,
$\tau$ $x-\xi$ $x+\xi$ $p^{\xi,\tau}(x,t)$ . $\mathrm{U}$
, $x$ $\tau$
$u(x,t+\tau)\xi-u(x,t)\xi$
$= \frac{p^{\xi,\tau}(x-\xi,t)}{2}u(x-\xi,t)\xi+\frac{p^{\xi,\tau}(x+\xi_{?}t)}{2}u(x+\xi,t)\xi-p^{\xi,\tau}(x, t)u(x, t)\xi$
$\not\in_{\check{\mathrm{L}}}/\ \mathit{0}\llcorner \text{ }k^{1}>$
$\langle$
( )‘’ L\check ]gLr\mp \mbox{\boldmath $\tau$}fil‘‘‘’^u\emptyset \succeq p\mbox{\boldmath $\xi$},\mbox{\boldmath $\tau$}lf $\sim_{t\iota \mathrm{l}}\mathrm{f}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\vec{\mathrm{p}}arrow\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\text{ ^{}\backslash }tRl_{\vec{\mathrm{L}}}l\mathrm{h}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}^{-}\not\in \text{ _{}\vee}}-fl\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \text{ }+/\theta\backslash \grave{l}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \text{ }\mathrm{B}^{\mathrm{a}}_{arrow}^{\backslash \backslash }\grave{\backslash }$ \mbox{\boldmath $\theta$}\succeq l‘‘ r\Rightarrow \not\in i?E-\hslash \Psi ‘J\mbox{\boldmath $\tau$}|“‘ -6\check $\text{ }arrow \text{ }\mathfrak{l}^{\grave{\tau}}\mathrm{f}\vec{\frac{}{\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}}}(\exists \mathrm{i}_{-}\mathfrak{F}\backslash$
$(x_{7}t)$ ,





, 1 (1) . , $D(x, t)$
$t$ $x$ , $\mathrm{U}$
( ) . (Okubo [7] (
) ( ) $\langle$ random walk
.) , $x$
.
, $x$ $p^{\xi,\tau}(x,t)$ $x$
$\xi$
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. , ( R)
( S)
$\mathrm{U}$ .
[8] (cf. [5, 6]).
, $\mathrm{R}$ $\overline{p^{\xi,\tau}}$ , $\mathrm{S}$
$\underline{p^{\xi,\tau}}$ . , $\overline{p^{\xi,\tau}}$ $\underline{p^{\xi,\tau}}$ $x,$ $t$ ,
$0\leq\underline{p^{\xi,\tau}}<\overline{p^{\xi,\tau}}\leq 1$ . , $p^{\xi,\tau}(x,t)$ $x$ $\mathrm{S}$
$\mathrm{R}$
$p^{\xi,\tau}$ $\overline{p^{\xi,\tau}}$
. , $\mathrm{S}$ $\mathrm{R}$
, $D(x,t)$ ,







$\frac{\partial u_{s}}{\partial t}=d\frac{\partial^{2}u_{s}}{\partial x^{2}}$ ,
$\frac{\partial u_{f}}{\partial t}=(d+\alpha)\frac{\partial^{2}u_{f}}{\partial x^{2}}$
. $d,$ $d+\alpha$ $x$ , $d$ $\mathrm{S}$







(2) , , $d,$ $\alpha,$ $m_{sarrow r}(x,t)$ ,
$m_{rarrow s}(x_{?}t)$ ? $\fbox_{\mathrm{n}}$
, :
(4) $\{$
$d:= \inf D(\geq 0)_{2}$
$\alpha:=\sup D$ $\mathrm{f}$ $D(\geq 0)$ ,
$m_{s-\neq \mathrm{r}}(x_{7}t)\geq 0$ , $m_{rarrow s}(x,t)\geq 0$ ,
$\frac{m_{farrow\epsilon}(x,t)}{m_{sarrow r}(x,t)}:=\frac{\alpha}{D(x,t)-d}-1(=\frac{\sup D-D(x,t)}{D(x,t)-\inf D}\geq 0)$ .





[A1] $m_{sarrow r}(x, t)$ $m_{rarrow\epsilon}(x,$ $t$) $\geq m\mathrm{o}>0$
[A2] $\Delta u_{s}|_{tH-},$ $\Delta u_{r}|_{t=0}$
[A3] $\frac{\partial m_{s\prec r}(x,t)}{\partial t}=O(1)$ , $\frac{\partial m_{rarrow s}(x,t)}{\partial t}=O(1)$ as $\gamma\prec\infty$
, (2) $\mathrm{U}$ $\gamma$ (1)
, . ( [A3] ,
(3) $m_{sarrow r}(x, t)$ $m_{rarrow s}(x, t)$ $\mathrm{U}$
$(x, t)$ .
, $m_{sarrow r}(x, t)$ $m_{rarrow s}(x, t)$ (2) $\gamma$ .)
$u=u_{s}+u_{r},$ $w=u_{r}$ (2) ,
(5) $\{$
$\frac{\partial u}{\partial t}=d\Delta u+\alpha\Delta w$ ,
$\frac{\partial w}{\partial t}=(d+\alpha)\Delta w+\gamma[m_{sarrow r}(x_{7}t)u-\{m_{sarrow \mathrm{r}}(x,t)-\vdash m_{r\prec s}(x,t)\}w]$
.
$\theta(x, t):=\frac{m_{s\prec r}(x,t)}{m_{sarrow r}(x,t)+m_{rarrow s}(x,t)}(=\frac{D(x,t)-d}{\alpha}=\frac{D(x,t)-\inf D}{\sup D-\inf D})$




, $u$ $-$ ) $\triangleright T=\gamma t$
$w$ $\theta(x,t)u$ . , [A2]
$0\leq t\gamma^{-1}\log\gamma$ ( , $0\leq T\leq\log\gamma$ )
(7) $\{$
$\frac{\partial u}{\partial T}=O(\gamma^{-1})$ ,
$\frac{\partial w}{\partial T}=-\{m_{sarrow \mathrm{r}}(x, t)+m_{rarrow s}(x, t)\}[w-\theta(x,t)u]+O(\gamma^{-1})$
, [A1] [A3] $\frac{\partial\theta(x,t)}{\partial T}=O(\gamma^{-1})$
, $T\approx\log\gamma(t\approx\gamma^{-1}\log\gamma)$ (6) . [A1] , $\gamma$
( $\Delta u$ $\Delta w$ ) $w$ $\theta(x,t)u$
, (6) ( $-\mathrm{K}\triangleright t$ )
(6) . , ,
$d\Delta u+\alpha\Delta w\approx\Delta[\{d+\alpha\theta(x, t)\}u]=\Delta[D(x,t)u]$
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. , $\gammaarrow\infty$ , $\theta(x,t)$ $x$ $\mathrm{U}$








. , ( ) $\mathrm{V}$
$\mathrm{U}$ , .
, $\mathrm{U}$ $D(x, t)$ $d_{u}$ , $d_{u}$ $\alpha(\alpha\geq 0)$ , $\mathrm{V}$
( ) $v$ $\phi(v)(\in[0,1])$ $d_{u}$ $d_{u}+\alpha$
$D(x,t)$ :




$\mathrm{U}$ $\text{ }$ $\text{ }\vec{\mathrm{p}}ff$
. , $\mathrm{U}$ $\mathrm{V}$ $\text{ }k^{\mathrm{g}}$ .
:
(8) $\{$
$\frac{\partial u}{\partial t}=\Delta[(d_{\tau\iota}+\alpha\phi(v))u]+f(u, v)$ ,
$\frac{\partial v}{\partial t}=d_{v}\Delta v+g(u, v)$ .
, , $\mathrm{V}$
. , (H $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\backslash }\backslash -P=$ $u$ $v$ \emptyset { , $\text{ }\mathrm{I}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$
(9) $\{$ $f(0_{?}v)\geq 0$ for $v\in[0,\infty)$ ,
$g(u, 0)\geq 0$ for $u\in[0, \infty)$
173
. , $\mathrm{U}$ $\mathrm{S},$ $\mathrm{R}$ ,
$\mathrm{U}$ .
$\mathrm{U}$ $\mathrm{S}$
$u_{s}$ , $\mathrm{R}$ :
(10) $u=u_{s}+u_{r}$ .
$\mathrm{S}$
$d_{u}$ , $\mathrm{R}$ $d_{u}+\alpha$ , $u_{s},$ $u_{r\}}v$
$\gamma$
(11) $\{$
$\frac{\partial u_{B}}{\partial t}=d_{u}\Delta u_{s}+f_{s}(u_{s},u_{r}, v)+\gamma(\mu_{rarrow s}(v)u_{r}-\mu_{s\prec r}(v)u_{s})$,
$\frac{\partial u_{f}}{\partial t}=(d_{u}+\alpha)\Delta u_{r}+f_{r}(u_{s}, u_{r},v)+\gamma$($\mu_{sarrow \mathrm{r}}$ (v)us-\mu 7o8(v) ),
$\frac{\partial v}{\partial t}=d_{v}\Delta v+g_{sr}(u_{s}, u_{r}, v)$ ,
. , $u_{s},$ $u_{r},$ $v$ ,
(12) $\{$
$f_{s}(0, u_{r},v)\geq 0$ for $(u_{r},v)\in[0, \infty)^{2}$ ,
$f_{f}(u_{s},0,v)\geq 0$ for $(u_{s}, v)\in[0, \infty)^{2}$ ,
$g_{sr}(u_{s},u_{r}, 0)\geq 0$ for $(u_{s)}u_{r})\in[0, \infty)^{2}$ ,
(13) $\mu_{sarrow r}(v)\geq 0$ , $\mu_{rarrow s}(v)\geq 0$ for $v\in[0,\infty)$
. , (8) (11) $f_{s}(u_{s}, u_{r},v),$ $f_{r}.(u_{s}, u_{r}, v),$ $g_{sr}(u_{s},u_{r}, v)$ ,
$\mu_{sarrow r}(v)_{?}\mu_{rarrow s}(v)$ $(u, v)\in[0, \infty)^{2}$
(14) $f_{s}(\{1-\phi(v)\}u, \phi(v)u, v)+f_{r}(\{1-\phi(v)\}u, \phi(v)u, v)=f(u,v)$ ,
(15) $g_{sr}(\{1-\phi(v)\}u, \phi(v)u, v)=g(u, v)$ ,
(16) $\frac{\mu_{rarrow s}(v)}{\mu_{s\prec r}(v)}=\frac{1-\phi(v)}{\phi(v)},\cdot$ $\mathrm{i}.\mathrm{e}.$ , $\frac{\mu_{sarrow r}(v)}{\mu_{sarrow r}(v)+\mu_{rarrow s}(v)}=\phi(v)$ .
,
(17) $\mu_{sarrow r}(v)+\mu_{rarrow s}(v)>0$ for $v\in[0, \infty)$
, $\gamma$ (11) (8) :
, (11) $u=u_{s}+u_{r},$ $v,$ $w=u_{r}$
(18) $\{$
$\frac{\partial u}{\partial t}=d_{u}\Delta u+\alpha\Delta w+\overline{f}(u,v,w)$ ,
$\frac{\partial v}{\partial t}=d_{v}\Delta v+\overline{g}(u,v,w)$ ,
$\frac{\partial w}{\partial t}=$ ($d_{u}$ $\alpha$ ) $\Delta w+h(u, v,w)+\gamma m(u,v, w)$
, (5) . ,
$\tilde{f}(u, v,w)=f_{s}(u-w, w,v)+f_{r}(u-w,w,v)$ ,
$\overline{g}(u, v,w)=g_{sr}(u-w, w,v)$ ,
$h(u, v, w)=f_{r}(u,v,w)$ ,
$m(u,v, w)=\mu_{s\prec r}(v)u-(\mu_{sarrow r}(v)+\mu_{farrow s}\langle v))w$ .
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. ,
$\tilde{f}(u,v, w)$ $=$ $f(u, v)+f_{s}(u-w,w, v)+f,.(u-w, w, v)$
(19) $-f_{s}(\{1-\phi(v)\}u, \phi(v)u, v)-f_{r}(\{1-\phi(v)\}u, \phi(v)u, v)$
$=f(u,v)+O(|w-\phi(v)u|)$ ,
$\tilde{g}(u,v,w)$ $=g(u, v)+g_{sr}(u-w,w,v)-g_{B\mathrm{f}}(\{1-\phi(v)\}u, \phi(v)u, v)$(20)
$=g(u, v)+O(|w-\phi(v)u|))$




$\frac{\partial u}{\partial t}=\Delta[(d_{\mathrm{u}}+\alpha\phi(u,v))u]+f(u, v)\}$
$\frac{\partial v}{\partial t}=\Delta[(d_{u}+\alpha\phi(v))v]+g(u,v)$
. , $\mathrm{V}$ .
, ,
(23) $\exists_{\frac{\frac{\frac{\frac{\partial u_{s}}{\partial u_{r}\partial t}}{\partial v_{s}\partial t}}{\partial v_{r}\partial t}}{\partial t}=(d_{v}+\beta)\Delta v_{f}+g_{r}(uuv_{s},v_{r})+\gamma(\nu_{sarrow r}(u,v)v_{s}-\nu_{rarrow s}(u’\prime}=d_{v}\Delta v_{s}+g_{s}(u_{s},u_{r},’ v_{s},’ v_{r})+’\gamma(\nu_{rarrow s}(u,v)v_{r}-\nu_{sarrow r}(u,v)v_{s})=(d_{u}+\alpha)\Delta u_{f}+f_{r}(usu\mathrm{r}’ vsvr)+\gamma(\mu_{sarrow r}(u,v)u_{s}-\mu_{\tauarrow s}(u_{\mathrm{L}}=d_{u}\Delta u_{s}+f_{s}(uus’ rvvs’ r)+\gamma(\mu_{\tauarrow s}(u,v)u_{r}-\mu_{sarrow r}(u,v)u_{s})s’ r$””
$=(d_{u}+\alpha)\Delta u_{r}+f_{r}(u_{s}, u_{\mathrm{r}}, v_{s},v_{r})+\gamma(\mu_{sarrow r}(u,v)u_{s}-\mu_{\mathrm{r}arrow s}(u,v)u_{r})$ ,
$=d_{v}\Delta v_{s}+g_{s}(u_{s}, u_{r},v_{s},v_{r})+\gamma(\nu_{rarrow s}(u, v)v_{r}$ $\nu_{sarrow r}(u,v)v_{s})$ ,
$=(d_{v}+\beta)\Delta v_{r}+g_{r}(u_{s}, u_{r},v_{s}, v_{r})+\gamma(\nu_{sarrow r}(u,v)v_{s}-\nu_{rarrow s}(u, v)v_{r})$
. , $u_{s}(x,t)$ $v_{s}(x, t)$ $\mathrm{S}$ $\mathrm{U}$ $\mathrm{V}$ , $u_{r}(x,t)$
$v_{r}(x, t)$ $\mathrm{R}$ $\mathrm{U}$ $\mathrm{V}$ :
$u=u_{s}+u_{r}$ , $v=v_{s}+v_{r}$ .
, (22) (23) $f(u,v),$ $g(u, v),$ $\phi(u, v),$ $\psi(u, v)$ ,
$f_{s}(u_{s},u_{r},v_{s}, v_{r}),$ $f_{r}(u_{s}, u_{r},v_{s}, v_{r}),$ $g_{s}(u_{s}, u,, ?\sim, v_{r}),$
$g_{r}$ ($u_{s’ \mathrm{h}}$ ,v $v_{r}$ ), $\mu_{sarrow r}(u,v),$ $\mu_{rarrow s}(u, v)$ ,
$\nu_{sarrow r}(u, v),$ $\nu_{rarrow s}(u,v)$ . , $(u,v)\in[0, \infty)^{2}$
$f_{s}(\{1-\phi(u, v)\}u, \phi(u,v)u, \{1-\psi(u, v)\}v, \psi(u,v)v)$
$+f_{r}(\{1-\phi(u,v)\}u, \phi(u,v)u, \{1-\psi(u, v)\}v, \psi(u, v)v)=f(u,v)$,
$g_{s}(\{1-\phi(u,v)\}u, \phi(u,v)u, \{1-\psi(u,v)\}v, \psi(u,v)v)$
$+g_{r}(\{1-\phi(u, v)\}u, \phi(u,v)u, \{1-\psi(u,v)\}v, \psi(u, v)v)=g(u,v)$ ,
$\frac{\mu_{rarrow s}(u,v)}{\mu_{sarrow r}(u,v)}=\frac{1-\phi(u,v)}{\phi(u,v)}$ , $\frac{\nu_{farrow s}(u_{?}v)}{\nu_{sarrow r}(u,v)}=\frac{1-\psi(u,v)}{\psi(u,v)}$
,
(24) $\mu_{sarrow r}(u,v)+\mu_{rarrow s}(u,v)>0_{2}$ $\nu_{s\prec r}(u, v)+\nu_{rarrow s}(u,v)>0$ for $(u, v)\in[0$ , )2
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, $\gammaarrow\infty$ (23) (22) .
, (8) (11) ,
. ( (22) (23)
.) $\phi(v),$ $\mu_{sarrow r}(v),$ $\mu_{rarrow s}(v)$ $f(u,v),$ $g(u, v),$ $f_{s}(u_{s},u_{r}, v)$ ,
$f_{r}(u_{s}, u_{r}, v),$ $g_{sr}(u_{s}, u_{r},v)$ , .
$\Omega(\subset \mathrm{R}^{N})$ (8) (11) I , (11)
(25) $\frac{\partial u_{s}}{\partial n}=\frac{\partial v_{\Psi}}{\partial n}=\frac{\partial v}{\partial n}=0$ $x\in\partial\Omega$ , $t>0$,
(26) $u_{s}=u_{s0}$ , $u_{r}=u_{r0}$ , $v=v_{0}$ $x\in\Omega,$ $t=0$
(8)
(27) $\frac{\partial u}{\partial n}=\frac{\partial v}{\partial n}=0$ $x\in\partial\Omega_{7}t>0$ ,
(28) $u=u\text{ }+u_{\theta},$ , $v=v_{0}$ $x\in\Omega,$ $t=0$
. , $\frac{\partial}{\partial n}$ $\partial\Omega$ $\text{ }$ . , $u_{s0},$ $u_{\mathrm{r}0},$ $v_{0}$ $\partial\Omega$
,
(29) $u_{s0}\geq 0$ , $u_{r0}\geq 0$ , $v_{\mathit{0}}\geq 0$ $x\in\Omega$
.
(14),(15), (16), (17) , (8),(27) $,(28)$ ( , $v_{\infty}$) $=(u_{\infty}(x, t),$ $v_{\infty}(x, t))$
(11) $,(25)_{)}(26)$ $(u_{s}, u_{r},v)=(u_{s}(x,t;\gamma),u_{r}(x, t;\gamma),v(x,t;\gamma))$ $\overline{\Omega}$ $\mathrm{x}[0,T]$
$T$ . , $\gamma$
$M$ , $\gamma$
(30) $\sup$ $\{|u_{s}(x,t;\gamma)|+|u_{r}(x,t;\gamma)|+|v(x, t;\gamma)|\}\leq M$
$(x,t)\in\Omega \mathrm{x}[0,T|$
, .
(31) (x,t)\in su\Omega $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o},\tau$]
$\{||u_{s}+u_{r}-u_{\infty}||_{L^{2}(\Omega)}+||v-v_{\infty}||_{L^{2}(\Omega\}}\}\leq C\gamma^{-1}$
$\gamma$ . , $C=C(M, T)$ $\gamma$
.
, (8) (18) $u(x, t;\gamma)-u_{\infty}(x, t),$ $v(x,t;\gamma)-v_{\infty}(x,t),$ $w(x,t$;
$w_{\infty}(x, t)$ ,
. , w\infty =\phi (v\sim )%\infty . , (18)
$\gamma$ $\Omega \mathrm{x}(0_{7}T)$ , (30)
. [1] .
(11) (8) ,











. , 2 $\mathrm{U},$ $\mathrm{V}$ , $\mathrm{U}$
. Lotka-Volterra ,
$f(u,v)=(a_{1}-b_{11}u-b_{12}v)u$ , $g(u,v)=(a_{2}-b_{21}u-b_{22}v)v$ .
, (8)
(33) $\{$
$\frac{\partial u}{\partial t}=\Delta[(d_{u}+\alpha\phi(v))u]+(a_{1}-b_{11}u-b_{12}v)u$ ,
$\frac{\partial v}{\partial t}=d_{v}\Delta v+(a_{2}-b_{21}u-b_{22}v)v$
. , $a_{1},$ $a_{2}$ , $b_{11},$ $b_{12},$ $b_{21},$ $b_{22}$ . , (32) $\phi(v)$
:
11 $\phi(v)=v$ .




11 $\mathrm{U}$ $\mathrm{V}$ ,
Shigesada-Kawasaki-Teramoto [9] .
( 2 ) random wa $\text{ }\S\doteqdot$ – 1 b
, ( $\mathrm{V}$ )
. [9] , $\mathrm{V}$
, , $\mathrm{V}$




, . , $v_{\infty}$
$v_{0}$
, 11 $v_{0}$ $\text{ ^{}\backslash }\Phi$ \gamma Xfi F\Phi





( $?$ ) 12 13 ., , $\mathrm{V}$ ( 12), $\mathrm{V}$
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( $\mathrm{V}$ ) ( 13),
. , , 12 13
$0\leq\phi(v)\leq 1$ for $v\in[0,\infty)$
.
(11) . $\mathrm{S}$ $\mathrm{R}$
, ,
, $u$ . ,
$\mathrm{S}$
$u_{s}$ , $\mathrm{R}$
$u_{r}$ . , $f_{s}(u_{s},u_{r}, v),$ $f_{r}(u_{s},u_{r},v)\text{ }$
.
$f_{s}(u_{s},u_{r},v)=p_{s}(v)a_{1}^{+}\{u_{s}+u_{r}\}$ -[al- $b_{11}\{u_{s}$ $u_{r}\}+b_{12}v$] $u_{s}$ ,
$f_{r}(u_{s}, u_{r}, v)=p_{r}(v)a_{1}^{+}${ $u_{s}$ ur}--[al- $b_{11}\{u_{s}+u_{r}\}+b_{12}v$] $u_{r}$ ,
$g_{s\mathrm{r}}(u_{s}, u_{r}, v)=[a_{2}-b_{21}\{u_{s}+u_{r}\}-b_{22}v]v$
. , $a_{1}^{+}$ al- $\mathrm{U}$
. , $p_{s}(v)$ $p_{r}(v)$ , , $\mathrm{U}$
$\mathrm{S}$
$\mathrm{R}$
. , $\mathrm{U}$ 2
. ,
$a_{1}^{+}>a_{1}^{-}>0$, $a_{1}^{+}-a_{1}^{-}=a_{\mathrm{I}}(>0)$ ,
$p_{s}(v)\geq 0$ , $p_{r}(v)\geq 0_{)}$ $p_{\mathit{5}}(v)$ $p_{f}(v)=1$
. , (14), (15) (12)
. , (11)
(34) $\{$
$\frac{\partial u_{s}}{\partial t}=d_{u}\Delta u_{s}+p_{s}(v)a_{1}^{+}\{u_{s}+u_{r}\}-[a_{1}^{-}+b_{11}\{u_{s}+u_{r}\}+b_{12}v]u_{s}$
+\gamma (\mu r\rightarrow 8(v)ur-\mu s\rightarrow r(v)us)
$\frac{\partial u_{r}}{\partial t}=(d_{u}+\alpha)\Delta u_{r}+p_{f}(v)a_{1}^{+}\{u_{s}+u_{r}\}-[a_{1}^{-}+b_{11}\{u_{\mathit{8}}+u_{r}\}+b_{12}v]u_{r}$
$+\gamma(\mu_{sarrow r}(v)u_{s}-\mu_{rarrow s}(v)u_{r})$ ,
$\frac{\partial v}{\partial t}=d_{v}\Delta v+$ [$a_{2}-b_{21}\{u_{s}$ $u_{r}\}-b_{22}v$] $v$ ,
.
, $\phi(v)$ $\mu_{sarrow r}(v),$ $\mu_{rarrow s}(v)$ $\mathrm{V}$ , $\mathrm{U}$
$\mathrm{S}$
$\mathrm{R}$ , $\mathrm{R}$ $\mathrm{S}$
( ,
(35) $\mu_{sarrow r}’(v)\geq 0$ , $\mu_{rarrow s}’(v)\leq 0$
) . $\mu_{sarrow r}(v),$ $\mu_{rarrow s}(v)$
:




(36) $\mu_{farrow s}(v)=1-v_{2}$ $\mu_{sarrow r}(v)=v$
, $v$ ,
(37) \mu r\rightarrow s(v)=--ll+-vv $\mu_{sarrow r}(v)=\frac{v}{1+v}$
. , $\mu_{rarrow s}(v)$ $v$
. , 1.1 (34) $v$
( , ).
, $0\leq v\leq 1$ , (13) (17) ,
(11) (8)
1.2 $\mathrm{U}$ $\mu_{sarrow r}(v),$ $\mu_{rarrow s}(v)$ (16) ,
$\frac{\mu_{r\prec s}(v)}{\mu_{sarrow 1}.(v)}=\frac{1}{v}$
,
(38) $\mu_{rarrow s}(v)=1$ , $\mu_{sarrow \mathrm{r}}(v)=v$
, $v$ ,
(39) $\mu_{tarrow s}(v)=\frac{1}{1+v}$ , $\mu_{sarrow r}(v)=\frac{v}{1+v}$
. 11 , $\mu_{rarrow s}(v)$ .
, (38) (39) (13) (17) , $\mathrm{F}$. \Re (11) (8)
.
13 $\mathrm{U}$ $\Phi_{\overline{B}}\text{ }$ $\mu_{s\prec r}(v),$ $\mu_{rarrow s}(v)$ (16) ,
$\frac{\mu_{r\prec s}(v)}{\mu_{sarrow r}(v)}=\frac{1}{v^{2}}$
,
(40) $\mu_{rarrow s}(v)=1$ , $\mu_{sarrow r}(v)=v^{2}$
, $v$ ,
(41) $\mu_{rarrow s}(v)=\frac{1}{1+v^{2}}$ , $\mu_{s--*\mathrm{r}}(v)=\frac{v^{2}}{1+v^{2}}$
. L2 , $\mu_{rarrow s}(v)$ .






) . , ,
. , ( ) $\mathrm{V}$





$\Delta[(d_{u}+\alpha\phi(v))u]=-\nabla\cdot[-\delta(v)\nabla u+u\chi(v)\nabla v]\text{ }$
,
$\delta(v):=d_{u}+\alpha\phi(v)$ $\mathrm{U}$ ,
$\chi(v):=-\alpha\phi’(v)$ $\mathrm{U}$ ( $\mathrm{V}$ )




$f(u,v)\equiv 0$ , $g(u_{7}v)=a(v)u-b(v)v$
$a(v)$ : $\mathrm{V}$ , $b(v)$ : $\mathrm{V}$
, $\mathrm{U}$ $\mathrm{V}$ (
$\mathrm{V}$ ) ,
$f(u, v)=\rho(v)c(v)u-k_{l}u$ , $g(u, v)=-c(v)u+(k_{2}-k_{3}v)v$
$c(v)$ : $\mathrm{U}1$ $\mathrm{V}$ , $\rho(v)$ : $\mathrm{U}$ ,
$k_{1}$ : $\mathrm{U}$ , $k_{2}-k_{3}v$ : $\mathrm{U}$ $\mathrm{V}$
. (8)
(43) $\{$
$\frac{\partial u}{\partial t}+\nabla\cdot[-\delta(v)\nabla u+u\chi(v)\nabla v]=0_{7}$
$\frac{\partial v}{\partial t}-d_{v}\Delta v=a(v)u-b(v)v$
$a(v)>0$ , $b(v)\geq 0$ for $v\in[0, \infty)$
. $b(v)$




$\frac{\partial u}{\partial t}+\nabla\cdot[-\delta(v)\nabla u+u\chi(v)\nabla v]=\rho(v)c(v)u-k_{1}u$ ,
$\frac{\partial v}{\theta t}-d_{v}\Delta v=-c(v)u+(k_{2}-k_{3}v)v$
$\rho(v)>0$ , $c’(v)>0$ for $v\in(0, \infty)$ ; $c(0)=c’(0)=0$
$k_{1}\geq 0$ , $k_{2}\geq 0$ , $k_{3}\geq 0$
. $\mathrm{V}$ $\mathrm{U}$
.
, (42) $\phi(v)$ :
$f\underline{fl\rfloor 2.1}$ $\phi(v)=1-(\frac{v}{v})^{p}*$ $(0<p\leq 1, v^{*}>0)$
, $\delta(v)=d_{u}+\alpha\{$
$\mathrm{f}\underline{\mathrm{f}|\rfloor 2.2}$ $\phi(v)=\frac{1}{1+v^{\mathrm{p}}}$ $(0<$
$1-( \frac{v}{v}*)^{p}\}$ , $\chi(v)=\frac{\alpha p}{v}*(\frac{v}{v}*)^{p-1}$ .
$p\leq 1)$
$\mathrm{E}\lceil \mathrm{J}\text{ }$ , $\delta(v)=d_{u}+\frac{\alpha}{1+v^{p}}$ , $\chi(v)=\alpha\frac{d}{dv}(\frac{v^{p}}{1+v^{\mathrm{p}}})\mathrm{I}$ $= \alpha p\frac{v^{p-1}}{(1+v^{p})^{2}}$
$\backslash /$
$p=1$ , $v=+\mathrm{O}$ $\mathrm{U}$ $\chi(v)=O(v^{\mathrm{p}-1})$
. ,
$\phi(v)\leq 1$ for $v\in[0, \infty)$
,
$\lim_{varrow+0}v\chi(v)>0$ $- arrow\frac{-}{\mathrm{r}}\#\text{ }$ ,
2 $\text{ _{}\backslash }$ $\mathit{5}\neq \text{ }$ $\text{ }\mathbb{R}$
$\lim_{varrow+0}\phi(v)<\infty$ $\overline{\overline{l1}}arrow\#\text{ }$
.
$\phi(v)\geq 0$ for $v\in[0, \infty)$
. 2.1 , $v>v^{*}$ , $\phi(v)<0$
$\mu_{r\prec \mathit{8}}(v)<0$ , (11) $3\mathrm{B}\text{ }$ $\not\supset^{-}$ . $|$., 2.1 ,
$\sup v\leq v^{*}$
.
, 3 . , $\mathrm{U}$
$\mu_{sarrow r}(v),$ $\mu_{\mathrm{r}\prec s}(v)$ $\mathrm{V}$ , $\mathrm{U}$ $\mathrm{S}$
$\mathrm{R}$ , $\mathrm{R}$ $\mathrm{S}$ ( ,
(45) $\mu_{sarrow r}’(v)\leq 0$ , $\mu_{rarrow s}’(v)\geq 0$
) .
1\S 2
2.1 $\mu_{sarrow r}(v),$ $\mu_{rarrow s}(v)$ (16),
$\frac{\mu_{rarrow s}(v)}{\mu_{sarrow r}(v)}=\frac{v^{p}}{v^{*\mathrm{p}}-v^{\mathrm{p}}}$
,
$\mu_{rarrow s}(v)=v^{p}$ , $\mu_{sarrow r}(v)=v^{*\mathrm{p}}-v^{p}$
, $v$ ,
$\mu_{rarrow s}(v)=\frac{v^{\mathrm{p}}}{1+v^{\mathrm{p}}}$ , $\mu_{sarrow\tau}.(v)=\frac{v^{*p}-v^{p}}{1+v^{p}}$
, $v>$ $\mu_{sarrow r}(v)<0$
.
22 $\mu_{sarrow r}(v),$ $\mu_{rarrow s}(v)$ (16),
$\frac{\mu_{rarrow s}(v)}{\mu_{sarrow r}(v)}=v^{p}$
,
$\mu_{rarrow s}(v)=v^{p}$ , $\mu_{sarrow r}(v)=1$
, $v$ ,
$\mu_{rarrow s}(v)=\frac{v^{\mathrm{p}}}{1+v^{p}}$ , $\mu_{s-arrow r}(v)=\frac{1}{1+v^{\mathrm{p}}}$
.
$f_{s}(u_{s}, u_{\pi}, v),$ $f_{r}(u_{s}, u_{r}, v),$ $g_{sr}(u_{S1}u_{r}, v)$ , (43)
$f_{S}(u_{s},$ $u_{r},$ $v)\equiv 0$ ,
$f_{r}(u_{S},$ $u_{r},$ $v)\equiv 0$ ,
$g_{sr}(u_{s},$ $u_{r},$ $v)=a_{\mathrm{S}}u_{S}$ $a_{f}u_{r}-b(v)v$
. , 0<as<\mbox{\boldmath $\alpha$} $a_{s},$ $a_{r}$ $\mathrm{V}$ $a(v)$
$a(v)=$ {l-\phi (v)}a8+\phi (v)
. , $\mathrm{V}$ ( $a(v)$
) $\mathrm{U}$ $\mathrm{V}$ , $\mathrm{V}$ ( $a(v)$ $a_{s}$ )
$\mathrm{U}$
$\mathrm{V}$ : . $\mathbb{P}\backslash \mathrm{r}1\mathrm{E}-$ , (43)
(11)
(46) $\{$
$\frac{\partial u_{s}}{\partial t}=d_{u}\Delta u_{s}+\gamma(\mu_{rarrow s}(v)u_{r}-\mu_{sarrow},.(v)u_{s})$ ,
$\frac{\partial u_{r}}{\partial t}--(d_{u}+\alpha)\Delta u_{r}+\gamma(\mu_{sarrow r}(v)u_{s}-\mu_{rarrow s}(v)u_{r})$ ,
$\frac{\partial v}{\partial t}=d_{v}\Delta v+a_{s}u_{s}+a_{r}u_{r}-b(v)v$ ,
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. , $a_{s}$ $a_{r}$ $v$ $a_{s}(v)$ $a_{r}(v)$ , $a(v)$
a(v)={l-\phi (v)}a8(v)+\phi (v) (v)
.








$c_{s}(v)$ $\mathrm{U}1$ $\mathrm{S}$ $\mathrm{V}$ ,
$c_{s}’(v)>0$ , $c_{s}’’(v)\leq 0$ for $v\in[0, \infty)$ ; $c_{s}(0)=0$
. , (
$\mathrm{S}$ ) : (
). (v) $c,(v)$
$c(v)=\{1-\phi(v)\}c_{s}(v)$
. , (44) (11)
(47)
$\frac{-\cdot\vee}{\partial t}=d_{u}\Delta u_{s}+\rho(v)c_{s}(v)u_{s}-k_{1}u_{s}+\cdot\gamma(\mu_{rarrow s}(v)u_{r}-\mu_{sarrow r}(v)u_{s})$,
$\frac{\partial u_{r}}{\partial t}=(d_{u}-\vdash\alpha)\Delta u_{r}-k_{1}u_{r}+\gamma(\mu_{sarrow r}(v)u_{s}-\mu_{rarrow s}(v)u_{r})$
,
$\frac{\partial v}{\partial t}=d_{v}\Delta v-c_{s}(v)u_{s}+(k_{2}-k_{3}v)v$,
$7_{\acute{*}ffi}^{\iota\tau^{-}}$ . $c(v)$ $c_{s}(v)$ , 22 $\phi(v)$
$c_{s}(v)= \frac{c_{1}v}{1+c_{2}v}$ , $c(v)= \frac{c_{1}v^{1+p}}{(1+v^{p})(1+c_{2}v)}$
.
Remark (43) (44) , $\mathrm{U}$ $\mathrm{V}$
, $\mathrm{K}\mathrm{e}\mathbb{I}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}- \mathrm{S}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}[2,3, 4]$
. , $[2, 4]$
$\lim_{varrow+0}v\chi(v)>0$




. , $[2, 4]$ $\delta(v)$ (fflfli “motility”)
, (43) (44) $\mathrm{V}$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\mathrm{B}}\vec{\mathrm{p}}ff$ $\delta(v)$
, (48) (43) ( )
? [3] , “ ”
, $\backslash \hslash$, \Phi = $\delta(v),\chi(v)$ $\delta’(v)$ $\chi(v)$
. , “ ”
(43) (44)
$\delta’(v)=-\chi(v)$
. ( , [2, 4] $\delta’(v)\equiv 0$ .) ,
, , [3] \emptyset
? .
5
, $\gamma$ (11) (8) , 3
, .






, (25) (11) (18) $(\overline{u},\overline{v},\overline{w})$
(50) $\{$
$d_{u}\Delta\overline{u}+\alpha\Delta$ $+\tilde{f}(\overline{u},\overline{v},\overline{w})=0$ , $x\in\Omega$,
$d_{v}\Delta\overline{v}+\tilde{g}(\overline{u},\overline{v},\overline{w})=0$, $x\in\Omega$ ,
$(d_{u}+\alpha)\Delta\overline{w}+h(\overline{u},\overline{\tau\prime},\overline{w})+\gamma m(\overline{u},\overline{v},\overline{w})=0$ , $x\in\Omega$ ,
$\theta\overline{u}$ $\partial\overline{v}$ ffi
$\overline{\partial n}=\overline{\partial n}==0\overline{\partial n}$
$x\in\partial\Omega$
. , + $\gamma$ , (21) $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 1\mathrm{J}ffl$ (50)
(51) $\overline{w}=\phi(\overline{v})\overline{u}+O(\gamma^{-1})$
, (19) (20) $(\overline{u}, \overline{v})$
$\{$
\Delta [(du+\mbox{\boldmath $\alpha$}\phi (-v)) $+f(\overline{u},\overline{v})=O(\gamma^{-1}))$
$d_{v}\Delta\overline{v}+g(\overline{u},\overline{v})=O(\gamma^{-1})$
. , Neumann $\gamma$
(8) (11) ?
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$+ \frac{\partial f}{\partial u}(\overline{u_{\infty}},\overline{v_{\infty}})U_{\infty}+\frac{\partial f}{\partial v}(\overline{u_{\infty}},\overline{v_{\infty}})V_{\infty}$ , $x\in\Omega$ ,
$\lambda V_{\infty}=d_{v}\Delta V_{\infty}+\frac{\partial g}{\partial u}(\overline{u_{\infty}},\overline{v_{\infty}})U_{\infty}+\frac{\partial g}{\partial v}(\overline{u_{\infty}},\overline{v_{\infty}})V_{\infty}$ , $x\in\Omega$ ,
$\frac{\partial U_{\infty}}{\partial n}=\frac{\partial V_{\infty}}{\partial n}=0$ , $x\in\partial\Omega$
, $(\overline{u},\overline{v},\overline{w})$ (18) ( , (11)) $)(25)$
(53) $\{$
$\lambda U=d_{u}\Delta U+\alpha\Delta W$
$+ \frac{\partial\tilde{f}}{\partial u}(\overline{u},\overline{v},\overline{w})U+\frac{\partial\tilde{f}}{\partial v}(\overline{u},\overline{v},\overline{w})V+\frac{\partial\tilde{f}}{\partial w}(\overline{u},\overline{v},\overline{w})W$ , $x\in\Omega$ ,
$\lambda V=d_{v}\Delta V+\frac{\partial\tilde{g}}{\delta u}(\overline{u},\overline{v},\overline{w})U+\frac{\partial\tilde{g}}{\partial v}(\overline{u},\overline{v},\overline{w})V+\frac{\partial\tilde{g}}{\partial w}(\overline{u},\overline{v},\overline{w})W$ , $x\in\Omega\}$
$\lambda W=(d_{u}+\alpha)\Delta W+\frac{\partial h}{\partial u}(\overline{u},\overline{v},\overline{w})U+\frac{\delta h}{\partial v}(\overline{u},\overline{v},\overline{w})V+\frac{\partial h}{\partial w}(\overline{u},\overline{v},\overline{w})W$
$\partial U$
$\partial V+\gamma\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\frac{\partial m}{\partial u,W}(\overline{u},\overline{v},\overline{w})U+\frac{\partial m}{\partial v}(\overline{u},\overline{v},\overline{w})V+\frac{\partial m}{\partial w}(\overline{u},\overline{v},\overline{w})W\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$, $x\in\Omega$ ,
$\overline{\partial n}\overline{\partial n}\overline{\partial n}===0$ , $x\in\partial\Omega$
. (21) (53) :
$\frac{\partial m}{\partial u}(\overline{u},\overline{v},\overline{w})U+\frac{\partial m}{\partial v}(\overline{u},\overline{v},\overline{w})V+\frac{\partial m}{\partial w}(\overline{u},\overline{v},\overline{w})W$






$\frac{\partial\overline{g}}{\partial u}(\overline{u}, \overline{v}, \overline{w})U+\frac{\partial\overline{g}}{\partial v}(\overline{u}, \overline{v},\overline{w})V+\frac{\partial\tilde{g}}{\partial w}(\overline{u},\overline{v}, \overline{w})W$








$= \frac{\partial g}{\partial u}(\overline{u}$
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\overline{\{}}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$
$\frac{\partial g_{\epsilon r}}{\partial u_{s}}(\overline{u}-\overline{w}, \overline{w},\overline{v})-\frac{\partial g_{sr}}{\partial u_{s}}(\{1-\phi(\overline{v})\}\overline{u}, \phi(\overline{v})\overline{u},\overline{v})\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} U$
$\partial g_{sr}\partial v(\overline{u}-\overline{w}, \overline{w},\overline{v})-\frac{\partial g_{sr}}{\partial v}(\{1-\phi(\overline{v})\}\overline{u}, \phi(\overline{v})\overline{u},\overline{v})]V$
$\frac{\partial g_{s}}{\partial u_{r}},.(\overline{u}-\overline{w}, \overline{w},\overline{v})-\frac{\partial g_{sr}}{\partial u_{s}}(\overline{u}-\overline{w},\overline{w},\overline{v})\}W$
$\{\frac{\partial g_{s\mathrm{r}}}{\partial u_{r}}(\{1-\phi(\overline{v})\}\overline{u}, \phi(\overline{v})\overline{u}, \overline{v})-\frac{\partial g_{\mathrm{S}2}}{\partial u_{s}}.(\{1-\phi(\overline{v})\}\overline{u}, \phi(\overline{v})\overline{u},\overline{v})\}\{\phi(\overline{v})U+\phi’(\overline{v})\overline{u}V\}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$
$\overline{v})U+\frac{\partial g}{\partial v}(\overline{u},\overline{v})V+O(\gamma^{-1})$
. , (19)
$\frac{\partial\tilde{f}}{\partial u}(\overline{u}_{2}\overline{v},\overline{w})U+\frac{\partial\overline{f}}{\partial v}(\overline{u},\overline{v},\overline{w})V+\frac{\partial\tilde{f}}{\partial w}(\overline{u},\overline{v},\overline{w})W=\frac{\partial f}{\partial u}(\overline{u},\overline{v})U+\frac{\partial f}{\partial v}(\overline{u},\overline{v})V+O(\gamma^{-1})$
, (53) $U$ $V$
(54) $\{$
$\lambda U=\Delta[(d_{\mathrm{u}}+\alpha\phi(\overline{v}))U+\alpha\phi’(\overline{v})\overline{u}V]+\frac{\partial f}{\partial u}(\overline{u},\overline{v})U+\frac{\partial f}{\partial v}(\overline{u},\overline{v})V+O(\gamma^{-1})$,
$\lambda V=d_{v}\Delta V+\frac{\partial g}{\partial u}(\overline{u},\overline{v})U+\frac{\partial g}{\partial v}(\overline{u},\overline{v})V+O(\gamma^{-1})$
. , $\gamma$ (53)
(52) ?
, (54) $O(\gamma^{-1})$ $U,$ $V$ $W$
, $\lambda$ ,
. , ,
(52), (53) $\Delta$ ,
. , $\gamma$ , (8),(27)
(11),(25) ,
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